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Synopsis
All the points you need to master Tung acupuncture. New, easy to understand images and explanations of how the points work, how to needle them, and how to combine them with other points. You don’t need to know all the points to be proficient. We have cut out the points that are not used often in modern clinics. For the first time, the TCM indications are included with each point.
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Customer Reviews
I have been a Dr. Tan’s fan for many years, he changed my practice in ways I had never dreamed of. Now, Dr. Whisnant has helped me take it to a higher level. His books are very easy to read, very easy to put to practice and are charged with qi and inspiration! Thank you Dr. Whisnant!

Finally a top tung point with TCM indications in it! I’m so happy it makes so much more sense to see the western med indications with the Tung indications and then also the TCM indications; it’s all make more sense. Wonderful stuff with tons of points very excited to start using these!

The book includes Master Tung points that Brad used most in the clinic. There is a visual location of the points, TCM functions, needling technique, clinical indication well explained. I find it very useful as a clinical handbook.

I have all of Brad Whisnant’s books. They are all great, and only getting better. The reason why his books are so popular is that Brad is a clinician, and he provides clinically effective content in a format that is very easy to follow and incredibly useful. You can buy his books, apply the information
in the clinic right away, and get better results immediately.

Deborah and Brad did it again, new stuff, wonderful ideas, learned a ton, I have watched Brad’s seminars in the past and read other books by Brad and Deborah and I always learn something I did not know before. I also enjoyed the price of this book! Hopefully you both might do a full point location book? There are so many great points! This book was a real gem, a great early Xmas present for myself.

I received this book as a gift and am so grateful! Recently out of a TCM program, I have been wanting to expand my knowledge with the Tung system but didn’t know where to start. This book is exactly what I needed. Great point locations with pictures, plus indications and personal stories and tips. I have the other books from these authors too and look forward to more in the future! Thanks again Brad and Deborah!

second book i’ve had from BRAD. SOOO awesome and clinically useful! we’ve all been through school, we know that many times, it’s so different in practice. so great to have a resource that is easy to read, that lists all the most commonly use points, and includes practical information from a Chinese and Western medical perspective! Thanks brad!! you continue to be a great resource to us Tung practitioners!

i had my 5 year old needle me to treat my jaw tension causing molar pain. some of the same points for trigeminal neuralgia you named in your book. worked great! just like you said, get the points in and the patient will heal. it doesn't matter who is doing the needling, just start needling and see instant results
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